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Abstract. I discuss the exciting prospects for Higgs and technicolor Goldstone
boson physics at a muon collider.
INTRODUCTION
The prospects for Higgs and Goldstone boson physics at a muon collider





lisions as a function of E
beam
and on the percentage Gaussian spread in the
beam energy, denoted by R. The small level of bremsstrahlung and absence
of beamstrahlung at muon collider implies that very small R can be achieved.
The (conservative) luminosity assumptions for the recent Fermilab-97 work-
shop were:
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for R = (0:003; 0:01; 0:1)% at
p
s  100 GeV;








s  (200; 350; 400) GeV, R  0:1%.
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2With modest success in the collider design, at least a factor of 2 better can be















, can be comparable to the few MeV widths
of very narrow resonances such as a light SM-like Higgs boson or a (pseudo-
Nambu-Goldstone) technicolor boson. This is critical since the eective reso-




















































will be maximal if  
tot







Also critical to scanning a




The potential of the muon collider for Higgs physics is truly outstanding.








colliders have similar capabilities for the same
p
s and L (barring
unexpected detector backgrounds at the muon collider). At
p
s = 500 GeV,




linear collider (eC) is L = 50 fb
 1
per year. The
conservative L estimates given earlier suggest that at
p
s = 500 GeV the
C will accumulate at least L = 10 fb
 1
per year. If this can be improved
somewhat, the C would be fully competitive with the eC in high energy
(
p
s  500 GeV) running. (We will use the notation of `C for either a eC or
C operating at moderate to high
p
s.)
The totally unique feature of the C is the dramatic peak in the cross section

h





and R is small enough that 
p
s















A Standard Model-Like Higgs Boson
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(i.e. smaller R) implies smaller L, the L's given earlier are such
that when  
tot
is in the MeV range it is best to use the smallest R that can be achieved.
3For SM-like h ! WW;ZZ couplings,  
tot
h













) [Eq. (1)] will be small; s-channel production will not be
useful. But, as shown in Fig. 1, 
h
is enormous for small R when the h is












and then proceed to the precision measurement of
the Higgs boson's properties.
FIGURE 1. The eective cross section, 
h
SM




























can be built. Once it is operating, we scan over
the appropriate m
h








. Consider rst the \typical" case of m
h
 110 GeV. For m
h
of order
100 GeV, R = 0:003% implies 
p
s
 2 MeV. m
h












. At this mass, each
point requires L  0:0015 fb
 1
in order to observe or eliminate the h at the




is needed for centering. (Plots
as a function of m
h
SM
of the luminosity required for a 5 observation of the





can be found in Ref. [1].) Thus, for the
anticipated L  0:05 0:1 fb
 1





a factor of 50 more L
tot
is required just for centering
4because of the large Z ! bb background. Thus, for the anticipated L the C
is not useful if the Higgs boson mass is too close to m
Z
.
Once centered, we will wish to measure with precision: (i) the very tiny
Higgs width |  
tot
h


















achievable was studied in Ref. [1]. The three-point scan of the Higgs resonance
described there is the optimal procedure for performing both measurements
simultaneously. We summarize the resulting statistical errors in the case of a
SM-like h with m
h







One nds 1 errors for B(X) of 8; 3; 22; 15; 190%












16%. The individual channel X results assume the ; b; c tagging eciencies
described in Ref. [4]. We now consider how useful measurements at these
accuracy levels will be.
If only s-channel Higgs factory C data are available (i.e. no Zh data from
an eC or C), then the B ratios (equivalently squared-coupling ratios) that
will be most eective for discriminating between the SM Higgs boson and







































point scan centered on m
h









110 GeV) for these four ratios are 15%, 20%, 18% and 22%, respectively.




of order 5%   10% from uncertainty
in the c and b quark mass will also enter. In order to interpret these errors
one must compute the amount by which the above ratios dier in the minimal







dierence turns out to be essentially identical for all the above ratios and is a
function almost only of the MSSM Higgs sector parameterm
A
0
, with very little
dependence on tan  or top-squark mixing. At m
A
0
= 250 GeV (420 GeV)
one nds MSSM/SM  0:5 ( 0:8). Combining the four independent ratio
measurements and including the systematic errors, one concludes that a > 2
deviation from the SM predictions would be found if the observed 110 GeV





< 400 GeV. Note that the magnitude of the





For B measurements, L
tot








5FIGURE 2. We give (m
A
0






























data, it will be possible to discriminate at an even




. The most powerful technique









































































partial width in (m
A
0






















) measurement are: (i) there are no systematic















) error is dominated by the
p
s = 500 GeV measurement
errors.
6contrast to the errors for the previously discussed ratios of branching ratios












in a model-independent way. Not only is the error substantial ( 12% if
we combine C, L = 0:4 fb
 1






depends on many things, including (in the MSSM) the squark-















150 GeV so long as m
h
is not too close to m
Z
.
Precise measurements of the couplings of the SM-like Higgs boson could
reveal many other types of new physics. For example, if a signicant fraction
of a fermion's mass is generated radiatively (as opposed to arising at tree-
level), then the hff coupling and associated partial width will deviate from

























; tan ): e.g. if m
e
t
= 1 TeV, consistency with the observed value of
B(b! s) requires m
A
0
> 350 GeV, in which case the LHC might not be able












! tt nal state, but would require
<

10% systematic uncertainty in understanding the absolute normalization of
the tt background. Otherwise, and certainly for tan 
>






associated production, rst analyzed in Refs. [6,7] and recently




; tan) parameter space can be covered using the associated







is required for m
A
0
 200 GeV ( 500 GeV). Ref. [8] claims that still higher













4) will be adequate. (ii) At
p

















230  240 GeV. (iii) A  collider
























in the s-channel potentially



















running at < L >= 110
33
) can be accumulated for
p
s in the 250 500 GeV












0:1% will be adequate to maximize the s-channel cross
section, thus allowing for substantial L.)
FIGURE 3. N(bb) in the m
bb









and R = 0:1%: peaks are shown for m
A
0
= 120, 300 or 480 GeV, with tan = 5 and 20 in
each case.
There are then several possible scenarios. (a) If we have some preknowledge
or restrictions on m
A
0















can be studied with
precision for all tan
>
























s = 250  500 GeV. If their masses lie




; tan) parameter space such that they cannot be discovered at the





250 GeV and tan
>

4  5). (c) Alternatively,
if the C is simply run at
p









in the 250   500 GeV mass range can be discovered in the
p
s
bremsstrahlung tail if the bb mass resolution (either by direct reconstruction
or hard photon recoil) is of order 5 GeV and if tan
>





). Typical peaks are illustrated in Fig. 3.
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tan = 5 and 10), including the bb continuum background.




are discovered, it will be ex-
tremely interesting to be able to separate the resonance peaks. This will
probably only be possible at a muon collider with small R
<

0:01% if tan is
large, as illustrated in Fig. 4.












500 GeV. If SUSY





all machines would have to be re-evaluated.














1 TeV cannot be ruled out simply on the basis of hierarchy and naturalness
(although ne-tuning is stretched), it is possible that energies of
p
s > 2 TeV
could be required for pair production. If available, then it has been shown
7)
SUSY decays are assumed to be absent in this and the following gure.









tb and bt decays will be easy for expected luminosities, even if SUSY decays
are present. As a by-product, the masses will be measured with reasonable
accuracy.




in s-channel production or via pair
production, one can measure branching ratios to other channels, including
supersymmetric pair decay channels with good accuracy. In fact, the ratios










with sucient accuracy that, in combination with one gaugino mass, say the
chargino mass (which will also presumably be well-measured) it will be possible
[11] to discriminate with incredible statistical signicance between dierent
closely similar GUT scenarios for the GUT-scale soft-supersymmetry-breaking
masses. Thus, Higgs pair production could be very valuable in the ultimate
goal of determining all the soft-SUSY-breaking parameters.
Finally, entirely unexpected decays of the heavy Higgs bosons of SUSY (or
other extended Higgs sector) could be present. For example, non-negligible




! tc+ ct FCNC decays are not inconsistent with
current theoretical model-building ideas and existing constraints [13]. The








event rate is sucient to probe rather
small values for such FCNC branching ratios.
Verifying Higgs CP Properties
Once a neutral Higgs boson is discovered, determination of its CP nature
will be of great interest. For example, direct verication that the SM Higgs is
CP-even would be highly desirable. Indeed, if a neutral Higgs boson is found
to have a mixed CP nature (implying CP violation in the Higgs sector), then
neither the SM nor the MSSM can be correct. In the case of the SM, one must
have a multi-doublet (or more complicated) Higgs sector. In the case of the
MSSM, at least a singlet Higgs boson (as in the NMSSM) would be required
to be present in addition to the standard two doublets.




single Higgs production modes provide the
most elegant and reliable techniques for CP determination. In  collisions
at the eC (a  collider is not possible at the C), one establishes denite
polarizations ~e
1;2













O, where E and O are of similar size if
10
the CP-even and CP-odd (respectively) components of the h are comparable.
There are two important types of measurement. The rst [14] is the dierence
in rates for photons colliding with ++ vs.    helicities, which is non-zero only
if CP violation is present. Experimentally, this dierence can be measured by
simultaneously ipping the helicities of both of the initiating back-scattered
laser beams. The second [14{16] is the dependence of the h production rate





colliding photons. In the case of a CP-conserving Higgs sector, the production





. The limited transverse polarization that can be achieved
at a  collider implies that very high luminosity is needed for such a study.




collider might well prove to be the best machine for
directly probing the CP properties of a Higgs boson that can be produced
and detected in the s-channel mode [17,18]. Consider transversely polarized
muon beams. For 100% transverse polarization and an angle  between the

+
transverse polarization and the 
 

















where the coupling of the h to muons is given by h(a+ ib
5
), a and b being
the CP-even and CP-odd couplings, respectively. If the h is a CP mixture,





























is +1 or  1 for a CP-even or CP-odd h, respectively. Since background
processes and partial transverse polarization will dilute the statistics, further
study will be needed to fully assess the statistical level of CP determination
that can be achieved in various cases.
Exotic Higgs Bosons

















, where the 's are the strengths of the Majorana-
like couplings [19{21]. Current 
ee;
limits are such that factory-like pro-
duction of a 
  


















at TeV33) [22]. For small 
ee;;
in the range that would be appropriate,
for example, for the 
  
in the left-right symmetric model see-saw neu-






























direct determination of 
2
``
, which, for a 
  





























collisions will probe weaker 

coupling than the 
ee
coupling that











. A more complete review of this topic is given in Ref. [23].
PROBES OF NARROW TECHNICOLOR
RESONANCES
In this section, I briey summarize the ability of a low-energy muon collider
to observe the pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone bosons (PNGB's) of an extended
technicolor theory. These narrow states need not have appeared at an observ-




couplings. Thus, a muon collider search for them will bear a close resemblance
to the light Higgs case discussed already. The main dierence is that, assum-
ing they have not been detected ahead of time, we must search over the full
expected mass range.
The rst results for PNGB's at a muon collider appear in Refs. [24] and [25].
Here I summarize the results for the lightest P
0
PNGB as given in Ref. [24].
Although the specic P
0
properties employed are those predicted by the ex-
tended BESS model [24], they will be representative of what would be found in
any extended technicolor model for a strongly interacting electroweak sector.
The rst point is that m
P
0





80 GeV is preferred
in the BESS model. Second, the Yukawa couplings and branching ratios of
the P
0






















































coupling strength is very

























couplings to  and gg from the ABJ anomaly are also
important. Overall, these couplings are not unlike those of a light Higgs bo-












= 10; 80; 150 GeV, respectively, for N
TC
= 4 technicolor avors. For such
narrow widths, it will be best to use R = 0:003% beam energy resolution.
FIGURE 6. L
tot
required to scan indicated 5 GeV intervals and either discover or elimi-
nate the P
0
at the 3 level.



















, after summing over the optimal
13






, cc, and gg channels (as dened after tagging),
is plotted in Fig. 5. Very modest L
tot






if we do not have any information regarding the P
0
mass, we must scan for
the resonance. The (very conservative, see [24] for details) estimate for the
luminosity required for scanning a given 5 GeV interval and either discovering
or eliminating the P
0
in that interval at the 3 level is plotted in Fig. 6. If the
P
0
is as light as expected in the extended BESS model, then the prospects
for discovery by scanning would be excellent. For example, a P
0
lying in the
 10 GeV to  75 GeV mass interval can be either discovered or eliminated at
the 3 level with just 0:11 fb
 1
of total luminosity, distributed in proportion
to the luminosities plotted in Fig. 6. The L that could be achieved at these







would be much more
dicult to discover unless its mass was approximately known. A 3 scan of
the mass interval from  105 GeV to 160 GeV would require about 1 fb
 1
of
integrated luminosity, which is more than could be comfortably achieved for
the conservative R = 0:003% L values assumed at the Fermilab-97 workshop.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
There is little doubt that a variety of accelerators will be needed to explore
all aspects of the physics that lies beyond the Standard Model and accumulate
adequate luminosity for this purpose in a timely fashion. For any conceivable
new-physics scenario, a muon collider would be a very valuable machine, both
for discovery and detailed studies. Here we have reviewed the tremendous









) couplings, focusing on neutral light Higgs bosons and the Higgs-like
pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone bosons that would be present in almost any tech-
nicolor model. A muon collider could well provide the highest statistics de-
terminations of many important Higgs or PNGB fundamental couplings. In





coupling. Measurement of this coupling will very possibly allow
discrimination between a SM Higgs boson and its light h
0
SUSY counterpart.








coupling (one may be able to
approximately determine the latter from branching ratios) will also be of ex-
treme interest. For Higgs physics, developing machine designs that yield the
14
highest possible luminosity at low energies, while maintaining excellent beam
energy resolution, should be a priority.
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